
FCEL MT 2013 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 11 November 2013 

Foundation Certificate in English Literature 

i) Change to length of written examination for two papers, 

ii) Written papers on Criticism to be replaced by portfolio, 

iii) Some other minor changes. 

With effect from MT 2014 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

P 1111 to p 1112 

Delete from line 26 on p 1111 to line 12 on p 1112 

Insert 

English Literature (for candidates admitted from October 2014) 

1 The course shall consist of lectures, classes and tutorials on the subject of English 
Literature. The course is available on a part-time basis only, to be followed over a period of 
two years. 

2 Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend status for a 
maximum of two years. 

3 Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

i. Attendance at a minimum of 80% of face to face classes, attendance at the day 
schools, a summer school and at six tutorials; 

ii. Four written papers, two on each of the topics below, each of three hours’ duration; 



a Early Modern Literature 
b Victorian and Modern Literature 

iii. Two portfolios of written work demonstrating practice, use and knowledge of 
comparative criticism, the first to be of not more than 3,000 words and the second 
to be of not more than 5,000 words; 

iv. Thirteen coursework essays, each of not more than 2,000 words in length. 

The portfolios and assignments under 3 iii and iv will be forwarded to the examiners for 
consideration by such dates as the examiners shall determine and shall notify candidates. 

4 Candidates may, at the discretion of the examiners, be required to attend a viva voce 
examination at the end of the course of studies. 

5 The examiners may award a distinction to candidates for the Certificate. 

6 Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in the assessed work specified in 
clause 3 may be permitted to resubmit work in respect of the part or parts of the 
examination which they have failed on not more than one occasion which shall normally 
be within one year of the initial failure. 



MSc SUD 

HT 2014 

Department for Continuing Education 

Approved by correspondence 13 January 2014 

MSc Sustainable Urban Development 

Minor changes regarding permitted duration of course and manner of submission of 

dissertation 

With immediate effect 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

P 786 

1 

Delete lines 4-8 and insert 

1. The Continuing Education Board shall elect for the supervision of the course 
a course committee that shall have the power to arrange lectures and other 
instruction in the theory and practice of Sustainable Urban Development. 

2. The course may be taken on a part-time basis over a period of not less than 
six and not more than nine terms. 

3 Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend 
status, for a maximum of six terms. Any such period shall not count towards 
the maximum or minimum permitted period of registration and no fee liability 
will be incurred during such periods. 



2 

line 9: delete 3, insert 4 

3 

line 16: delete 3, insert 4 

4 

Line 20: delete 3, insert 4 

5 

Line 20: delete “forwarded” and insert “submitted in hard copy and on a USB stick” 



PG Dip SUD 

HT 2014 

Department for Continuing Education 

Approved by correspondence 13 January 2014 

Postgraduate Diploma Sustainable Urban Development 

Minor changes regarding permitted duration of course and manner of submission of 

dissertation 

With immediate effect 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

1 P 1069 

Delete line 42-48 and insert 

1. The Continuing Education Board shall elect for the supervision of the course 
a course committee that shall have the power to arrange lectures and other 
instruction in the theory and practice of Sustainable Urban Development. The 
postgraduate diploma is only available to students admitted to the degree of 
MSc in Sustainable Urban Development. 

2. The course may be taken on a part-time basis over a period of not less than 
six and not more than nine terms. 

Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend 
status, for a maximum of six terms. Any such period shall not count towards 
the maximum or minimum permitted period of registration and no fee liability 
will be incurred during such periods. 

3 



2 

P 1069 line 49: delete 3, insert 4 

3 

P 1070 line 3: delete 3, insert 4 



[ BTh HT 2014] 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 20 January 2014 

Bachelor of Theology 

New course for the Department of Continuing Education, replaces the Bachelor of Theology 

offered by the Faculty of Theology and Religion 

With effect from 1 October 2014 

In Examination Regulations 2013 p 498 

Insert after line 30 

GENERAL REGULATIONS [new regulations for students entering from 1 

October 2014] 

1. The examination for the Degree of Bachelor of Theology shall be under the 
supervision of the Continuing Education Board, which shall have power, 
subject to the approval of the Education Committee, to make regulations 
governing the examination. 

2. Any person who has been admitted under the provisions of this section as a 
Student for the Degree of Bachelor of Theology, who has satisfied the 
conditions prescribed in this section, and who has satisfied the examiners for 
the degree, may supplicate for the Degree of Bachelor of Theology. 

3. No full-time student for the Degree of Bachelor of Theology shall be granted 
leave to supplicate unless, after admission, he or she has kept statutory 
residence and pursued his or her course of study at Oxford for at least nine 
terms. Time spent outside Oxford while registered as a student for the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Theological Studies or as part of an academic 
programme approved by the Continuing Education Board shall count towards 
residence for the purposes of this clause. No full-time student for the Degree 
of Bachelor of Theology shall retain that status for more than twelve terms in 



all. 

4. A student who takes the degree by two years of full-time study and the 
remainder by means of part-time study shall retain the status of Student for 
the Degree of Bachelor of Theology for no more than fifteen terms. A student 
who takes the degree by one year of full-time study and the remainder by 
means of part-time study shall retain that status for no more than eighteen 
terms. A student who takes the degree wholly part-time shall retain that 
status for no more than twenty-one terms. 

5. A student may transfer from full-time to part-time status or vice versa with the 
approval of the Continuing Education Board. 

6. Part-time students shall not be required to keep statutory residence, but must 
attend for such instruction at their Hall for such times as shall be required by 
the Continuing Education Board. 

7. Candidates for this degree may be admitted by such Permanent Private 
Halls as have been granted permission to do so. 

8. The Registrar shall keep a register of all candidates so admitted. 

SPECIAL REGULATIONS 

A 

1. Candidates may be admitted either onto Part 1 or directly onto Part 2 of the 
course. Admission directly onto Part 2 is at the discretion of the Continuing 
Education Board, and candidates so admitted will normally be expected to 
have satisfactorily completed the Undergraduate Certificate in Theological 
Studies. Applications for dispensation from this requirement will be 
considered, in exceptional circumstances only, by the Board. To be 
dispensed from this requirement, candidates must demonstrate that they 
have undertaken equivalent study to an equivalent standard. Where 
candidates are admitted on the basis of having completed the 
Undergraduate Certificate, work done for the Certificate will be deemed to be 
work done for the Bachelor of Theology. 

2. Part 1 is available on a full time basis over three terms and on a part time 
basis over six terms. Part 2 is available on a wholly full time basis over six 
terms and on a wholly part time basis over twelve terms. 

3. Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend status 
for a maximum of six terms. Any such period shall not count towards the 
minimum and maximum periods of registration, and no fee liability will be 
incurred during such periods. 

4. No candidate may attempt Part 2 until he or she has either satisfactorily 
completed or has been dispensed from Part 1. 

5. For any candidate who is successful in the examination for the Degree of 



Bachelor of Theology, and who has already successfully completed the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Theological Studies (and for the Bachelor of 
Theology examination has incorporated the assignments submitted for the 
Undergraduate Certificate) the Degree will subsume his or her Certificate. 

6. In the following regulations, the English version of the Bible used will be the 
New Revised Standard Version with the Apocrypha (Anglicized Edition). The 
Greek text used will be the The Greek New Testament (United Bible 
Societies, 4th edn. 1993). The Hebrew text used will be the Biblia Hebraica 
Stuttgartensia (Stuttgart, 1977). 

B 

Part 1 

7. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

(a) Attendance at classes and other sessions as indicated in the course 
handbook 
(b) Written assignments or examination papers, as specified, for six 
papers to include: 
i. At least one of A1 or A2 from Part 1 of the Schedule; 
ii. At least one of A3 or A4 from the Part 1 schedule ; 
iii. At least one of A5–A10 from the Part 1 schedule ; 
iv. Three other papers from the Part 1 schedule . 

The written work under (b) will be submitted to the Examiners for the 
Bachelor of Theology, Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford for 
consideration by such dates as the examiners shall determine and shall 
notify candidates. 

8. Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in the written work or the 
examinations under 7(b) may be permitted to resubmit work in respect of part 
or parts of the examination which they have failed, on not more than one 
occasion, which shall normally be within one year of the initial failure. 

Part 2 

9. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

(a) Attendance at classes and other sessions as indicated in the course 
handbook 
(b) Written assignments or examination papers, as specified, for a further 
twelve papers (or eleven see v. below): 
i. At least one paper from section B of the Part 2 schedule; 
ii. At least one paper from section C of the Part 2 schedule; 
iii. At least one paper from Section D of the Part 2 schedule; 
iv. At least one paper from Section E of the Part 2 schedule; 
v. Eight, or seven if paper E2 or E3 is chosen, other papers from 
any paper listed in i-iii above. Candidates who offered either 



A11 or A12 for the Undergraduate Certificate may not offer that 
paper in Part 2. 

The written work under (b) will be submitted to the Examiners for the 
Bachelor of Theology, Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford, for 
consideration by such dates as the examiners shall determine and shall 
notify candidates. 

10.All candidates must be assessed by written examinations in at least two 
modules during the course of their study. 

11.Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in the written work or the 
examinations under 9(b) may be permitted to resubmit work in respect of part 
or parts of the examination which they have failed, on not more than one 
occasion, which shall normally be within one year of the initial failure. 

12.Candidates may be expected to attend a viva voce examination at the end of 
the course. 

Schedule of papers 

[Note: Not all options may be available in any one year] 

Part One: 

Section A: Introductory papers 

A1 Introduction to the Old Testament 

A2 Introduction to the New Testament 

A3 The History of the Church 

A4 Introduction to Christian Doctrine 

A5 Contemporary Mission and Culture 

A6 Introduction to Spirituality 

A7 Introduction to Ministry and Worship 

A8 Introduction to the Study of Religion 

A9 Introduction to Christian Faith and Philosophy 

A10 Introduction to Christian Faith and Science 

A11 Elementary Biblical Hebrew 

A12 Elementary Biblical Greek 

Part Two 

Section B: Biblical Studies 

B1 Studies in the Old Testament 

B2 Studies in the New Testament 

B3 Biblical Interpretation 

B4 An Old Testament Book 



B5 A New Testament Book 

B6 Advanced New Testament Hebrew 

B7 Advanced New Testament Greek 

Section C: History and Doctrine 

C1 Issues in Church History 

C2 Issues in Christian Doctrine 

C3 Ecclesiology 

C4 Theologies of Salvation 

C5 A Special Theologian 

Section D: Practical Theology and Religious Studies 

D1 Issues in Christian Ministry 

D2 The Person and Role of an Ordained Minister 

D3 Christian Ethics 

D4 Issues in Mission 

D5 Issues in Christian Worship 

D6 Issues in Christian Spirituality 

D7 World Religions 

D8 Philosophical Theology 

D9 Issues in Christian Faith and Science 

Section E: Independent Study 

E1 Theological Reflection 

E2 Dissertation (counts as 2 papers) 

E3 Project (counts as 2 papers) 



[ BTh suite 

Diploma HT 

2014] 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 20 January 2014 

Diploma in Theological Studies 

New course for the Department of Continuing Education, replaces the Diploma in 

Theological and Pastoral Studies offered by the Faculty of Theology and Religion 

With effect from 1 October 2014 

In Examination Regulations 2013 p 1083 

after line 48 insert 

Theological Studies 

1. The course shall consist of lectures, tutorials, seminars and/or classes on the 
subject of Theology. The course is available on a full-time basis, taken over a 
period of three terms, or on a part-time basis taken over a period of six terms. 

2. Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend status 
for a maximum of six terms. Any such period shall not count towards the 
minimum and maximum periods of registration, and no fee liability will be 
incurred during such periods. 

3. Candidates will normally be expected to have satisfactorily completed the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Theological Studies. Applications for dispensation 
from this requirement will be considered, in exceptional circumstances only, by 
the Continuing Education Board. To be dispensed from this requirement, 
candidates must demonstrate that they have undertaken equivalent study to an 
equivalent standard. 



Part One 

4. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

(a) Attendance at classes and other sessions as indicated in the course 

handbook 

(b) Written assignments or examination papers as specified, for six papers, to 

include: 

i. At least one of A1 or A2 from Part 1 of the Schedule for the Degree of 

Bachelor of Theology; 

ii. At least one of A3 or A4 from the Part 1 schedule; 

iii. At least one of A5–A10 from the Part 1 schedule; 

iv. Three other papers from the Part 1 schedule. 

Part Two 

5. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

(a) Attendance at classes and other sessions as indicated in the course 
handbook 

(b) Written assignments or examination papers as specified, for a further six 
papers, to include: 

i. Paper B1 or B2 of Part 2 of the Schedule for the Degree of Bachelor 
of Theology; 

ii. Paper C1 or C2 from the Part 2 schedule; 
iii. At least one of papers D1-D7 from Section D of the Part 2 schedule; 
iv. Three other papers from papers B1 or B2, C1 or C2, or D1–7 of the 
Part 2 schedule, or A11 or A12 from the Part 1 schedule, unless 
already offered for the Undergraduate Certificate. 

The written work under 4(b) and 5(b) will be submitted to the Examiners for 
the Diploma in Theological Studies, Examination Schools, High Street, 
Oxford, for consideration by such dates as the examiners shall determine 
and shall notify candidates. 

6. Candidates may be expected to attend a viva voce examination at the end of 
the course. 

7. The examiners may award a distinction to candidates for the Diploma. 

8. For any candidate who is successful in the examination for the 
Undergraduate Diploma in Theological Studies and who has already 
successfully completed the Undergraduate Certificate in Theological Studies 
(and for the diploma examination has incorporated the assignments 



submitted or examinations taken for the Undergraduate Certificate) the 
Undergraduate Diploma will subsume his or her Certificate. 

9. Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in the written work or the 
examinations under 4(b) or 5(b) may be permitted to resubmit work in 
respect of part or parts of the examination which they have failed, on not 
more than one occasion, which shall normally be within one year of the initial 
failure. 



[ BTh suite 

Certificate HT 

2014] 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 20 January 2014 

Certificate in Theological Studies 

New course for the Department of Continuing Education, replaces the Certificate in 

Theological and Pastoral Studies offered by the Faculty of Theology and Religion 

With effect from 1 October 2014 

In Examination Regulations 2013 p 1075 

Line 24 insert 

Theological Studies 

1. The course shall consist of lectures, tutorials, seminars and/or classes on the 
subject of Theology. The course is available on a full-time basis, taken over a 
period of three terms, or on a part-time basis taken over a period of six terms. 

2. Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend status for 
a maximum of six terms. Any such period shall not count towards the minimum 
and maximum periods of registration, and no fee liability will be incurred during 
such periods. 

3. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in the following: 

(a) Attendance at classes and other sessions as indicated in the course handbook 
(b) Written assignments or examination papers, as specified, for six papers, to 
include: 

i. At least one of A1 or A2 from Part 1 of the Schedule for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Theology; 



ii. At least one of A3 or A4 from the Part 1 schedule; 
iii. At least one of A5–A10 from the Part 1 schedule; 
iv. Three other papers from the Part 1 schedule. 

The written work under (b) will be submitted to the Examiners for the Certificate in 
Theological Studies, Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford, for consideration by 
such dates as the examiners shall determine and shall notify candidates. 

4. Candidates may be expected to attend a viva voce examination at the end of the 
course. 

5. The examiners may award a distinction to candidates for the Certificate. 

6. Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in the written work or the 
examinations under 3(b) may be permitted to resubmit work in respect of part or 
parts of the examination which they have failed, on not more than one occasion, 
which shall normally be within one year of the initial failure. 



HT 2014 

Adv Dip BES 

Continuing Education 

Approved by correspondence dated: 24 Feb 2014 

Advanced Diploma in British and European Studies 

i. To amend the assessment requirements for those students with high prior 

standards of English 

ii. To remove reference to the pre-sessional examination 

iii. Other presentational changes 

With effect from 1 October 2014 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

P 1086 to 1087 

Delete from line 36 on page 1086 to line 19 on page 1087 and insert: 

1. The course will consist of lectures, tutorials, and classes in the culture and 

civilisation of Britain and Europe, with accompanying study of English language and 

academic literacy, to be followed over a period of one year. 

2. Candidates may be permitted under certain circumstances to suspend status for a 

maximum of two years. 

3. The subjects of the course shall be: 

a. British and European Studies 

b. English language and academic literacy 

Candidates who demonstrate to the satisfaction of the course director that they 



4 

have a command of the English language at least equivalent to the higher level required for 

admission to postgraduate study at Oxford may substitute a course of study and 

examination relating to an aspect or aspects of the culture and civilisation of Britain and/or 

Europe for the study of English Language and academic literacy. 

Each candidate must satisfy the examiners in: 

(a) Attendance at the lectures, tutorials and classes; 

(b) A portfolio of exercises of not more 10,000 words in total, based on the contents of 

the English language and academic literacy unit. . Students who do not follow the English 

language and academic literacy unit must submit three assignments, each of not more than 

3,000 words, based on the courses followed relating to the culture and civilisation of Britain 

and/or Europe. 

(c) Six assignments, each of a maximum of 2,000 words, based on the courses in 

British and European Studies; 

(d) An extended tutorial essay of not more than 5,000 words normally on a topic related 

to one of the theoretical courses studied under (c) above. 

Candidates offering the culture and civilisation of Britain and/or Europe assignments under 

b) should not offer material for assignments under (c) or (d) that substantially reworks that 

submitted for those assignments 

Assignments under 3(b) - 3(d) will be forwarded to the examiners for consideration 

by such dates as the examiners shall determine and shall notify candidates. 

6. Candidates may be required to attend a viva voce examination at the end of the 

course of studies. 

7. The examiners may award a distinction to candidates for the Advanced Diploma. 

8. Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in any part or parts of the examination 

may be permitted to re-submit work in respect of the part or parts of the examination which 

they have failed on not more than one occasion which shall normally be within one year of 

the initial failure. 



MSc Prof Arch 

removal 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

MSc Professional Archaeology 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer offered 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 688 delete line 21 

P 763 Delete lines 5-47 



Adv Dip BTS 

2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

Advanced Diploma in Biblical and Theological Studies (Regents Park College) 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1088 delete from line 6 to line 21 on p 1089 



Adv Dip 

Globalisation 

Studies 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

Advanced Diploma in Globalisation Studies 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1087 delete from line 20 to line 4 on p 1088 



Special regs for 

adv dip 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

Brief note about nature of change: Heading of Advanced Diplomas (Two year Part 

Time) to be removed as the Department no longer offers any in this format. 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1084 delete line 27, 

P 1086 line 34 renumber as (i) 

P1088 line 5 renumber as (ii) 





PG Dip Prof 

Arch removal 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

Postgraduate Diploma in Professional Archaeology 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer offered 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1065 to p1066 delete from l. 43 on p 1065 to l. 25 on p 1066 



PG Cert 

Contemporary 

European 

Institutions 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

PG Cert Contemporary European Institutions and Policy 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer offered 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1042 

Delete l. 13 to l. 42 





UG Adv Dip 

Archaeological 

Practice 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Advanced Diploma in Archaeological Practice 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1084 delete from line 28 to line 19 on p 1085 



UG Adv Dip env 

cons 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Advanced Diploma in Environmental Conservation 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1085 delete from line 20 to line 6 on p 1086 



UG Adv Dip 

History of Art 

2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Advanced Diploma in History of Art 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1086 delete from line 7 to line 33 



UG Dip BTS 

RPC TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Diploma Biblical and Theological Studies (Regent’s Park College) 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1076 delete from line 25 to line 35 on p 1077 



UG Dip BTS WH 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Diploma Biblical and Theological Studies (Wycliffe Hall) 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1077 delete from line 36 to line 42 on p 1078 



UG Dip 

computingTT 

2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Diploma in Computing 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1079 delete from line 30 to line 33 on p 1080 



UG Dip Env 

ConsTT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Diploma in Environmental Conservation 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1082 delete from line 1 to line 32 



UG Dip Theo Ed 

and Min 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Diploma in Theological Education and Ministry 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1083 delete from line 18 to line 48 



UG Cert 

Archaeology 

Themes and 

Methods TT 

2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Cert Archaeology Themes and Methods 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1072 delete from line 28 to line 4 on p 1073 





UG Cert History 

of Art One Year 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education Board 

Approved by correspondence 15 May 2014 

UG Cert History of Art One Year 

Brief note about nature of change: Course to be removed as it is no longer available 

Effective date 

With immediate effect 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

Detail of change 

P 1075 delete from line 1 to line 23 



DPhil SUD 

TT 2014 

Board of Continuing Education 

Approved at the meeting of Education Committee 30 May 2014 

D Phil in Sustainable Urban Development 

New D Phil programme 

Effective date 

For students starting from MT 2014 and available to students transferring from the DPhil in 

Continuing Education 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 as amended by Gazette of 6 June 2103 

Detail of change 

1. P 946 line 21 after “Archaeology,” insert “the MSc in Sustainable Urban 

Development,” 

2. P 946 line 43 after “Evidence-Based Heath Care” insert “or Sustainable Urban 

Development” 

3. P 947 line 15 after “Archaeology,” insert “the MSc in Sustainable Urban 

Development,” 

4. P947 delete lines 32 to line 46 and insert 

“ (g) All applications for transfer to D.Phil. status shall be accompanied by 



(1) a brief statement, limited to 500 words, of the subject of the 

thesis and the manner in which the candidate proposes to treat it; 

(2) a report from the supervisor, which should be sent by the 

supervisor direct to the Registry of the Department for Continuing 

Education. 

(3) either, for research students in Archaeology, Architectural 

History, Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy, English Local History and 

Evidence-Based Health Care: 

a piece of written work, normally 3,000 to 5,000 words long, being 

either (a) a section of the proposed thesis, or (b) an essay on a 

relevant topic, or (c) an augmented version of the statement under 

(1) above; 

[Candidates should note that if they adopt alternative (c) above 

they must also submit the required 500 word statement.] 

or, for research students in Sustainable Urban Development: 

(a) a proposal of not more than 7,500 words, which includes: 

thesis title; outline of research plans; preliminary review of the 

literature; preliminary review of methodology; progress to date; 

timetable to completion; fieldwork design; bibliography; and 

(b) a presentation (of 15 minutes duration, plus 10 minutes for 

questions) outlining the aims and objectives of the research, the 

literature used, the proposed methodologies, and the progress to 

date. 

The Registry shall send the written work and the supervisor’s report to the 

assessors appointed by the board.” 

5. P 948 line delete from line 28 to 42 and insert 

“(c) Applications for confirmation of D.Phil. status shall normally be 

accompanied by: 

(1) a report from the supervisor which should be sent directly to the 

Registry of the Department for Continuing Education; 

(2) either, for research students in Archaeology, Architectural 
History, Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy, English Local History and 



Evidence-Based Health Care: 

(a) a statement of the title of the thesis and of the manner in 

which the candidate proposes to treat it. This should include a 

proposed chapter structure; and 

(b) a specimen chapter or part of a chapter not longer than 

10,000 words in the case of Archaeology , and Cognitive-

Behavioural Therapy and Evidence-Based Health Care or 

6,000 words in the case of Architectural History and English 

Local History; 

or, for research students in Sustainable Urban Development: 

(a) a report of not more than 3,000 words that includes: the 

thesis title; a thesis outline (including contents page and a brief 

summary of the content of individual chapters); the aims and 

methods of the thesis; a timetable for completion; and 

(b) two substantive chapters, each of no more than 10,000 

words, based on the research findings. 

The Registry should send the written work and the supervisor’s report to the 

interviewer appointed by the board.” 

6. P 949 line 10 after Evidence-Based Health Care insert “and Sustainable Urban 

Development” 

7. P 949 line 28 after “English Local History” delete “and Evidence Based Health Care” 

insert “, Evidence Based Health Care and Sustainable Urban Development” 



MSt Cr Wr 

TT 2014 

Continuing Education 

Approved by correspondence 30 May 2014 

Title of Programme 

MSt Creative Writing 

Minor change to genre 

For students starting from MT 2014 

Location of change 

In Examination Regulations 2013 

P 627 

Line 25 delete “Critical reading and analysis” 

Line 26 renumber as 4. 

Line 27 renumber as 5. 




	2013 11 21 Foundation Certificate in English Literature
	2014 01 23 MSc in Sustainable Urban Development
	2014 01 23 PGDip in Sustainable Urban Development
	2014 02 06 BTh
	2014 02 06 Diploma in Theological Studies
	2014 02 06 Certificate in Theological Studies
	2014 03 13 Advanced Diploma in British and European Studies
	2014 05 29 MSc in Professional Archaeology
	2014 05 29 Advanced Dip in Biblical and Theological Studies (Regent's Park)
	2014 05 29 Advanced Dip in Globalisation Studies
	2014 05 29 Advanced Diplomas (2-year part-time format)
	2014 05 29 PGDip in Professional Archaeology
	2014 05 29 PGCert in Contemporary European Institutions and Policy
	2014 05 29 UG Advanced Dip in Archaeological Practice
	2014 05 29 UG Advanced Dip in Environmental Conservation
	2014 05 29 UG Advanced Dip in History of Art
	2014 05 29 UGDip in Biblical and Theological Studies (Regent's Park)
	2014 05 29 UGDip in Biblical and Theological Studies (Wycliffe Hall)
	2014 05 29 UGDip in Computing
	2014 05 29 UGDip in Environmental Conservation
	2014 05 29 UGDip in Theological Education and Ministry
	2014 05 29 UGCert in Archaeology Themes and Methods
	2014 05 29 UGCert in History of Art (1 year)
	2014 06 12 DPhil in Sustainable Urban Development
	2014 06 12 MSt in Creative Writing

